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•

This narrative grew out of a few letters relating the writer’s pleasant experiences last
August, on a short trip abroad for recreation and rest. Several months are not now required for
such a journey. One may see in a week more than was possible in a month’s time, half a
century ago, and enjoy it fully if the mind is passive, and the purpose not simply to attempt
how much may be accomplished in a short space. These sketches the writer hopes may help
others whose recreation intervals are short to as thorough enjoyment as he obtained from this
trip. New people and customs when mingled with the associations of a vivid past from which
all our present life has come, give an agreeable and healthful stimulus to the fancies which
carry us out of, and away from the daily routine of habit and cares.

New York, March 21, 1901.

•

Sailing of The Minnehaha

A LAST “ ashore” had been called—the siren had torn from the air its final, uncanny
shriek. Then the gang-plank, which is not a gang-plank in modern steamers, but a huge
suspension foot-bridge, was raised aloft. The last cable dropped, and our steamer, the
Minnehaha, was an island, a leviathan in the water, parted from all human touch ; but still
incompetent and helpless, though her twin screws churned the black waters of the slip into
white foam, until two stout tug’s had grappled with her—as ants will seize upon a mammoth
lizard—puffing and churning foam all the while, as the great bulk, gathering impulse,
widened the breach between herself and the pier the world.

Cameras on ship and wharf sprung their parting snap shots, and familiar faces were
fading—as all faces that we care for will some day fade, when Charon’s dark skiff floats them
out on the tide. A bugler with pink cheeks, and in white duck jacket, blew a farewell strain
from the Captain’s deck. And the melody, “ Because I Loved You,” touched a chord that
brought spasmodic responses into more than one face among the cluster of waving
handkerchiefs, grouped at the end of the pier,—though an irreverent, dark-featured youth of
Germanic extraction beside me on the deck, hummed regardlessly : “ I’d leave my happy
home for thee,” and straightway engaged me with the inquiry whether I spoke good French,
or if I happened to know some pretty young woman on board who did, as he was modestly
anxious to perfect his own accent during the voyage.



When I had freed myself from his attentions the Minnehaha, girding up her sinews, had
turned about in mid-stream, pointing down the Hudson. The tugs cutting loose moved in
advance on either flank, puffy and consequential escorts to their big sister steamer starting
forth on her maiden trip. She was more a sturdy English lass than the lithe and laughing
Indian maiden her namesake. Her buxom sides like a country beauty’s towered above city
ferry boat and excursion steamer, displaying her dimensions proudly and to advantage beside
the leaner flanks of the “ fast liners.” It was a bright, crisp summer morning. The hum and
whistle of the great city had scarce begun as the cliff dwellings of Manhattan went down on
the sky line. The Bridge became a distant cobweb in the clouds. The pilot was taken up, and
when the green banks of the Narrows and the sandy spit of the Hook had been passed, he was
dropped with the last messages for home, and we sailed on still watching with a more tender
interest the receding lines of shore.

Our steamer, English built, flies the British colors, but with her name she should be an
American vessel. Her captain, officers and crew are stalwart young English sailors selected
for their skill and service, though the stockholders are mostly Americans, with an American
president, Bernard M. Baker of Baltimore. Plain John Robinson, the captain, large, hearty and
robust in build and with a flush of good American beef in his wholesome and genial features,
grew in authority as he paced the Captain’s Bridge. The engineer, one of those cautious, care-
ful Scotchmen whom Kipling has limned, had a suggestion of Admiral Sampson in his paler
features. There were less than a hundred cabin passengers, a great family party, quartered
with all modern comforts and no steerage ; in the place of the steerage at the stern, where all
odors were swept behind to sea, were stalls for the horses and cattle. The Minnehaha was
laden, we were told, with one of the largest cargoes that ever left American shores. Stored
away within her capacious iron caverns were grain and corn by the hundred thousand bushels,
and tons of cotton ; troops of horses, many of them groomed and fed as more price-less than
the human freight, and a drove of a thousand cattle from the western plains occupied the
stalls.

A vast floating warehouse is the modern steamer, and this one of the greatest of them,
whose stores would provision an army or ransom a city. These huge steel trusses and broad
iron plates must be touched with Arabian magic to float as feathers over the water, when, of
themselves, they would plunge like cannon-shot to the bottomless depths of the ocean. The
Minnehaha carries her burden on this, her maiden trip, as buoyantly as a birch canoe would
carry an Indian maid. From her bows the salt, green waves curl with low murmurs, lapping
and caressing her dark sides. Smoothly she cleaves the billows with no conscious strain or
vibration, as a river steamer glides through the passes of the Hudson Highlands. In the quiet
of the evening when the low of the “ moo cow,” the soft breath of kine, and the fresh odor of
hay, came from the stalls on the rear deck, it was not difficult to believe these rolling,
sapphire waters an illusion—that they were fields of rustling grain or purple alfalfa. Then the
first sunset stretched a band of shell pink half way around the horizon encompassing this
waving plain, and the thin, gold crescent of the new moon over the spot where the sun had
sunk, pointed the direction of the distant city and the port we had left.

The passengers do not enter at once upon a familiar footing. Your Anglo-Saxon whether
English or American is ever slow in warming up the cockles of his heart. But my German
acquaintance in lieu of his choice for a French companion, secured others of his own sex with
whom he walked the deck cheerfully in sunshine and shade, their faces presently glowing
with a rich vermilion, to peal in flakes a little later like the bursting jackets of well boiled
potatoes. The dining table established more cordial relations. Its varied and enticing menu of
fish and fowl, “ Hazel Hen,” “ Red Deer,” and other delicacies, was calculated to arouse



epicurean curiosity, though somewhat gamey for ocean diet. Mark Twain and David Harum
were favorite topics with the Captain. His table was a social center ; and when he told his
stories, his sides shook, the dishes rattled, and we all joined the laughter in sheer sympathy.
On Sunday morning he read the Episcopal service, his voice taking a deeper-toned gravity,
while the gold lace and uniform gave dignity to his figure, and a sense of greater security and
confidence. His desk was draped for the occasion with the British flag, and the desk of the
Purser who read part of the service, and who was an American from Baltimore, was hung
with the American colors.

Sunday on shipboard at sea has an interest of its own. And an Episcopal service always
seems to find an English audience in sympathy, and familiar with it. The ranchman from the
plains, with long, black mustaches, the grizzly-browed Irish-American from the Klondike
returning to visit his early home, and the elderly nurse from Central America, an infant in her
arms, standing at the doorway in the background all without books—chanted the responses
fervently in chorus with the passengers. The plea for Queen Victoria’s health and welfare, and
the Royal family’s, was accompanied with that for the President of the United States, to
which good Americans could subscribe.

This day and hour the liturgy is chanted around the globe on every land and sea where
the British colors fly. Not always, observed a traveler on deck afterward, under American or
other national ensigns, but on British steamers it has become a custom, if it is not a require-
ment. The old English liturgists in the Prayer Book appear to have re-echoed the tone and the
rhythm of the Psalms. And in the “ Recessional,” it seemed at this moment, Kipling has
caught his refrain from the strong and serious old Puritan side, if it is the Psalm-singing side,
of English or Anglo-Saxon nature, which finds response and its self-restraining influence
here.

All around the saloon of the steamer, set in its paneled walls of dark oak, were pictures of
American scenery, outlined in colors on the thick window crystal of the port casements—
Brooklyn Bridge, Bartholdi Statue, views from Central Park, Minneapolis, Baltimore and
Chicago. That Sunday morning was clear, the skies blue, the sun bright, the ocean mild and
peaceful no whisper in the waves of the fierce strifes on its distant African or Chinese coasts ;
no newspapers or other human contrivance to disturb the calm, eternal sway of Nature. A
whale plunged across our course spouting its spray, as if to vie with the Minnehaha’s bow, or
exchange salute with a bigger sister denizen of the deep, while the porpoises gamboled about
the ship’s sides in company, rubbing their backs fearlessly, the mariner told the landsmen,
against her prow, as if her construction were for the sole mission of their fraternal
gratification.

A sense of unlimited sunshine, restfulness and relaxation filled the atmosphere. The wash
of the sea and the throbbing pulsations of the steamer were the purring osculations of some
mighty, domesticated feline. To the rhythm of the organ music, to the song and chanted
responses of this morning service, one could easily fancy our great, laden argosy swinging
gently ; and the eye passing outward and far through the open, swaying ports, framed in the
dark oak paneling, caught glimpses of sky and sea, sun-lit cloud and changing water—
marine masterpieces more wonderful than those which hang in the famous galleries of earth.



II

In Mid Ocean

FOR two days the Minnehaha followed a course due east from New York. Then she turned
northeast on the great sea, a direction which the daily chart indicated would bring us at the
expiration of a week, near to the entrance of the English Channel. Our bugler in his white-
duck jacket which he always donned at such times, roused us early in the mornings, winding
the reveille, through the long aisles of the cabin, repeating the strain with variations half an
hour later. On German lines it was said, the custom is to vary those calls with simple, folk-
lore airs—all of which are pleasanter sounds than a jangling bell, or the barbarous din of the
copper tom-tom. Many of the passengers are out on deck before breakfast for exercise. One
who is a member of a camera club is up at sunrise, always with his camera, hoping to catch a
near broadside at a whale or take the porpoises in the act of scratching their backs on the
Minnehaha’s bows—like hogs on a rail fence in the country. His failures do not shake his
con-fident hopes of success on the return voyage, and recording the triumph of the year in his
club.

The first days at sea are full of speculation and day dreams to which the gentle rocking of
the steamer is conducive. They are curious composites of home fancies, toil and care, out
from which you start of a sudden in surprise at the far-stretching waves, only to sink back
with fresh comfort and the relaxation of a warm sun bath. Amid this novelty of nothing to do
landsmen who have escaped the routine and burden of life ashore, pay little heed to the
throng of passengers. The Captain’s chart is the official guide, and one acquires an implicit
trust in the officer who can pick his way under the stars and sun with no other direction. No
letters or telegrams can reach the voyager. Dates fail to interest and are disregarded. Even
days of the week become confused amid the never ceasing wash of these waves whose rich,
cobalt hues, deeper than the blue of skies above, have a restful fascination. Athwart our path-
way the billows swell up suddenly from the deep as if another Aphrodite would issue forth
upon them. Then they fall away in a cabalistic tracery, to creep and cling an azure gelatine in
fantastic shapes—curling from violet ringlets to sprays of delicate greens, such as tint the
early lawns in April.

The eye wanders over the broad expanse with expectation and mystery in every incident. A
fly speck may prove a sail and bring all on deck to speculate and wonder. One remembers
long voyages and feels a higher respect for the Norse Sea-kings and the Pilgrim Fathers. Then
human interest returns, and fellow-voyagers, flushed with the sun and sea, show kinship and
personal characteristics. Strange rumors arise in the cabin on the simplest topics, pure
products of unconscious cerebration, says our Southern Professor. Several bridal couples who
are wholly self-centered during most of the trip, afford more material interest. One of the
bridegrooms, a young Englishman, is carrying a pretty American bride to his paternal home
in London, near Hyde Park. She is a willing prisoner, for it is their wedding trip ; the home
reception is to be an international family affair in which English and American colors are to
blend, and decorate. He is a philological study for the “ Professor,” who having been born at a
distance from the “ Bow-bells,” cannot satisfactorily account for those peculiar inflections on
the “ ai,” when our English fellow passenger insists that the steamer “ syles” beautifully, and
that the voyage is a complete “ bryne” rest.

The bridegroom’s mother and a younger sister who attended the wedding, are returning
with him ; the sister, a pleasing young girl with Dolly Varden pink and white cheeks and
naive English manners, is a source of constant interest to the ladies. Six weeks of social life in



an American city were a revelation to her London ideas. American boys, always burdened
with Huyler’s candy and other sweets, were an unfailing wonder and admiration to her, as
doubtless her pink cheeks were to them, from which they christened her “ peaches and
cream.” She carries back to her London home new, agreeable, and graphic impressions of
Yankee life that will, I imagine, incline her to revisit her sister’s home, and, perhaps, to take
out naturalization papers.

Our first encounter in mid-ocean after we had been several days without sight of any craft,
was one of the important events of the trip. A bell from the look out on the foremast gave
notice of some object ahead,—a little time elapsed before it was visible on deck. The object
proved to be a steamer with the black smoke issuing at intervals from a single funnel, and, on
nearer view as she approached us, her movements were seen to be so wavering as to excite
much wonder and comment. It seemed quite natural to ask if she were in distress or need, but
the Captain after a short inspection dropped his glasses and turned away.

“ Will you not speak to her ?” appealed one sympathetic young woman.

“ You would not speak unnecessarily to a beggar whom you pass on the street,” he replied
pleasantly.

“ Is she a beggar, Captain ? Can you tell ?” exclaimed the passenger eagerly as a group
gathered about them.

“ She is only an Ocean Tramp,” he replied; which seemed to settle the issue, as ocean caste
is strong, and the Tramp passed on behind us, and presently out of vision.

On the seventh day out sea gulls reappeared in the steamer’s wake, though the Captain
said that land was still a thousand miles away ; but the cattle became uneasy in their stalls
next morning, lowing like distant fog horns, and the copper-faced mariner who was ever
trotting side-ways—a kind of marine or crab-like fashion—to and from the Captain’s Bridge,
observed that it was the custom of cattle to bellow when they scented land, “ which they
knew afor’ the Captain or anyone else.” One bright, clear morning the bugler announced land
with a flourish of trumpet that brought everyone to his feet—the first land, the Scilly Islands.
Then he played the “ Star-Spangled Banner,” whose familiar strains, floating out upon the
British waters, prompted hearty cheers; and all who could sing shouted “ God save the
Queen” or “ America,” without regard for words.

•

The large ocean steamers sail from Greenock, several miles below Glasgow, and at the last
moment I had nearly lost my train for Greenock. In payment of my hotel bill, having dis-
posed of my English money as the time for sailing drew near, I tendered a draft sterling,
which was declined. Then I produced a $10 bill. This was indifferently examined and like-
wise declined. There was no time for other provision, but by good fortune the Scotch major-
domo came to my rescue. He had been in America and could vouch for a $10 bill. He not
only assured the proprietor that the paper was as good as a Bank of England note, but sub-
stantiated his statement with the information that Americans were excessively fond of griddle
cakes, which they consumed at every meal in vast quantities. The number of cakes, which he
averred, were eaten at a meal, I shall not attempt to repeat, but the information awakened
more interest and discussion among the hotel authorities than my situation pending the
departure of the steamer train. I did not question the accuracy of the majordomo’s figures, but



thanked him for certifying to the credit of Uncle Sam, and extended an extra compensation as
he cashed the bill in English money himself. Then I was driven hastily to St. Enoch Station
for the Greenock train.

A good-sized tug was in waiting at the Greenock dock and from the train there poured out
several hundred passengers, the greater number of whom were women, and many of them as I
afterwards learned, school teachers. It was approaching dark when we had all been placed
with our baggage on the tug, carried out into mid-stream where the steamer lay, and trans-
ferred to it. At the last moment just as the tug was pulling away the chief cook of the steamer
announced that he too was going back with the tug and sprang aboard of her. He was a canny
Scotch cook, for he knew that a great steamer load of living passengers could not put to sea
without a cook. The captain, the first officer and the agent of the line labored for half an hour
with persuasive eloquence entreating him to return. But he was an obstinate cook, and it was
only when there had been promise of a specific advance in his wages that he permitted him-
self to be convinced and led back in a triumphal procession to the ship, where our dinner was
under way with no one to supervise it.

By the time dinner was over the banks of the Clyde were getting dim. A strong flavor of
ocean filled the air, as the last trace of the United Kingdom merged with the darkness, and
most of the passengers turned in early, for a long first night’s rest on shipboard, as the
Furnessia was due to stop below Londonderry on the North Irish coast, the next morning for
passengers.

•

THOSE of us up betimes caught a view of the Giant’s Causeway before the Furnessia entered
Lough Foyle, at Moville. The Anchor Line boats all make the stop below Londonderry to take
aboard passengers from Ireland. When they arrive early as on this occasion the stay is until
afternoon and it give all who wish a chance to set foot on Irish soil. Most of us were glad of
that chance, for Moville, and Donegal are in the extreme north of Ireland, a most interesting
country and the source, it was said, of many rare old Irish customs, and a choice strain of
Irish bulls.

The jaunting cars, which some call “ jarvies,” once on a time would come cavorting out
over the water from the Moville dock, a mile away, to the steamer’s side, but this practice has
been stopped at the protest of the boatmen who now row the passengers ashore for a shilling
the round trip. These jaunting cars—a score or more of them—wait their turn at the dock, and
for another shilling they will take you on a half day’s ride to all places of interest about
Moville. Several of these are within half a dozen miles ; among them the remains of the
Abbey and school which was founded by St. Patrick 590 A. D. and which at one time had
700 students. There is also to be seen the battle site where Hugh Finnliath, king of Ireland,
defeated and drove away the Danes in 864. Near this site is Green Castle said to be one of
the finest castle ruins in all Ireland, without prejudice to any others, which is not much,
seeing that in Ireland they have not Scotch foresight and preservation when it comes to
castles.

Shrovebrim Brook is close by—its cool waters warranted a cure to any person who may
have an evil intent or any unusual weight in mind, and especially helpful in bad cases of
delirium. Toward Innishowen Head, at the top of Ballybrack Brae, a large boulder sunk deep
in the earth is pointed out to the visitor. One morning early the Giant O’Flynn, being a little
out of sorts, strode over from the Giant’s Causeway on his way to Shrovebrim, to drink the



waters. In a wayward humor he picked this boulder from the mountain side at Glenagivney,
and strove to throw it over the Lough to Benevagh. This was only a little distance of ten
miles, but O’Flynn being in bad form that morning, not having breakfasted nor tasted his
regular poteen, the stone slipped and fell short at Ballybrack, which was so named after him,
bearing the same meaning as Ballywhack, an exclamation peculiar to O’Flynn, and since
come into general use.

We did not attempt nor could we hope to see all these wonderful things in half a day, and
for a shilling, but we heard of them, and of much more from these old “ jarvies.” The jaunt-
ing cars are a kind of one horse shay, the drivers shaggy and rugged centenarians. The age of
their horses, like a woman’s, is never guessed, because none has ever been known to die.
Each car will carry four persons, besides the driver, but most of them carried six of the
Furnessia’s passengers — bright-faced Yankee school ma’ms many of them with note books.
One Philadelphia clergyman, on agreement with the driver, took the reins himself and drove.
At the start the horses dashed away pell-mell along the narrow roadway like a park of
artillery. Then all came to a sudden stand for no apparent cause, except previous habit, as with
David Harum’s bargain, and thumps, entreaties, and exclamations had no effect until they
were ready to move.

It was a gray morning, with low clouds and a misty sun which began to shine through as
we rode. The sea breeze was bracing, and the jaunting car an anti-dyspeptic and an appetizer.
These roads were hard and smooth, though narrow, but the low, gray stone farm dwellings
were isolated and lonely, if picturesque—no cows around them, no cackling hens nor roosters
crowing. Dark stone walls, well made and ancient, ran along each side of the roadway, all
overgrown with wild morning glories and fuchsias. In the field beyond, the Irish heather
blossom was of lighter tint than the Scotch. A pretty blue, and a yellow flower brightened the
bluffs, and the dainty Irish shamrock twined modestly in little fairy nooks. Our cavalcade
gave joyous greeting to everything and everybody. Near one farm house a turkey started up
on the road with anxious maternal cries for her brood. Every car load waved and hurrahed for
the American bird, and the old gobbler over the wall joined the hurrahs with repeated, throaty
tremulo, as if he recognized his countrymen.

Green Castle, the limit of our ride, stands out upon a rocky cliff commanding the sea—a
formidable fortress once to the Norse pirates, whom it could watch from the headland. The
Red Earl, a ferocious wild man, built it, back in the fourteenth century. He had a beautiful
daughter who was rescued from the quicksands on the sea shore by young Walter of the
O’Donnells, her father’s enemies. Afterwards Walter was made prisoner by the Red Earl,
who, on detecting his daughter in an effort to release the prisoner, threw her down the cliff to
perish, and thrust Walter in the deepest dungeon to starve. Then the O’Donnells and the
O’Neills rallied their clans, stormed the castle, and sent the Red Earl to his fate. This is the
story of Green Castle. A few more years of fierce north winds will leave little of these
crumbling walls and towers. Even now the castle is but a mound on the cliff, covered with
green earth and vines where the shamrock nestles, and the deenè mâh dances by moonlight.

And Moville, a little town with long clean streets, and plain stone dwellings, has an air
of loneliness. The stores are tended by old women and men. There are few children on the
streets, and the young men have emigrated. But the Irish girl remains, her cheeks flushed
in health, eyes a deep cerulean, and hair like the raven’s wing. She is the bright spot of life
and color, a healthful presence, with glance and a smile for all who come, and her native
wit gives cheer to the town. Moville stores do a flourishing trade in blackthorn sticks ; also
in the genuine Irish poteen, of which there are various grades, each with a bog flavor of its



own and a potent charm that is better than quinine for malaria, and sovereign for rheumatics
or despondency. The poteen comes in quart flasks, fat and round, and half again the size of a
modern quart cup, as measured by St. Patrick for pocket use, and handed down to tourists and
posterity.

Around Moville there is yet obtainable through favor but by the thimbleful only, some of
those rare and ancient stills for which it has repute. That which was once traced back to the
Garden of Eden, where Adam and Eve kept it in store for family use, has long since been
exhausted. As a mark of distinction we were treated to a drop of “ Ninety Nine” which dated
from the Flood, and was so dry, our host remarked, notwithstanding its antecedents, that it
would not wet the glass. When the Ark in its wanderings became stranded on one of the sub-
merged peaks of Donegal, a cask of Noah’s private supply was thrown out and got embedded
in the root of a tree, where it remained undiscovered until by accident it was dug up last year
—’99. Other sources more modern are said to be in operation among the caves of Malin Head
and Innishowen, which go down under the ocean depths to America. But even these have an
atmosphere of doubt and many strange tales of mystery. An Irish piper being closely chased
by the Customs Police on one occasion entered Hell Pit, one of these caves, throwing away
his poteen, which an officer picked up and found to be the pure juice. The officer waited and
listened to the piper in the distance, but the piper did not come back. This was fifty years ago,
since which time it has become known that he went down beneath the ocean by the under-
ground route, and came up through the tunnel at Hell Gate, New York.

By three o’clock the Furnessia’s passengers had all returned, the ladies bringing clusters of
wild flowers and plumes of heather, the men armed with blackthorn sticks and souvenir flasks
of poteen. A thousand emigrants also joined our ship from Londonderry, and with them
enough of household goods and gods, to fill a freight train. We sailed with full cabins in the
saloon and the second deck ; and a crowded steerage. Forward the emigrants gathered in little
groups, waving a last adieu to home and friends as the steamer turned about to sea. Soon we
were passing Innishowen Head, where the ocean voyage begins, and where their native land
fades from view. Sadly they held it in sight to the last. The women drew the children closer,
as if to impress this parting view more strongly upon their tender memories, wrapped their
shawls about them and wept. The eyes of sturdy, rugged men grew dim and red, while amid
the tears and wailing, there were some who chanted mournfully the ballad of Innishowen
Head :

“ Round Innishowen, round Innishowen—
Where many a storm and swirling moan
Marks white the shoals—How wild and free !
How wild and free, the great, gray sea,
That round me flows—and Innishowen.

Thou great Sea-King, like Norsemen old,
Have guided true—have guided true
The wanderer home. And made him bless—
And made him bless, the grand old ness
Of Innishowen !”

Down along the Irish coast bold cliffs and jutting headlands rise up hundreds of feet above
the breakers, braving the winds and tides. The waves have eaten into them deep caves where
the storms thunder and reverberate. Over the spray the gulls circle, the sea eagle shrieks and
dives upon his prey. Sublime in its repose the majestic grandeur of this wild, desolate shore,



the gray August afternoon, as we sailed by, I have never seen elsewhere. Roofing the cliffs
and swelling above them against the sky were the mountains of Donegal, high as the
Adirondacks and bare of trees, but thickly clad in heather, their rounded outlines seemed the
recumbent forms of those giants of Irish story—“ a wearing of the green.” There were few
houses and no life visible from the steamer’s deck, on those great round hills, but narrow
roads circle in yellow ribbons to the summits, and an American told me that a trip over them
in a jaunting car was one of his most interesting experiences in Europe.

This was our last sight of the old world. The setting sun threw soft chromatic tints upon
the cliffs and mountains. Our steamer passed between the Aran Islands and the shore, turning
her course, then, nearly due west over the North Atlantic. Later in the night, when most of the
passengers had retired, a dull glow showed above the distant mountain ranges, deepening as
we looked, until it appeared a smoldering volcano about to burst forth from a crater on their
summits. Around it the clouds were fired with refulgence, and through them glided up the
lurid moon. Blue-domed, silent and vast this ocean-amphitheatre was lit with mellow flame,
as of an awakening world while yet the lights of dawn burn low, and all is still, though the
curtain is lifted for the life drama to begin. A broad swathe of light swept down upon the sea.
Presently it overtook the steamer passing on beyond to point a glowing pathway from the
skies—from the old world with its chequered past, and all its restrictions, to the broader and
freer, distant continent. In the wake of the Furnessia the waves tossed with weird and
responsive significance, girdling our vessel in its course with phosphorescent flashes like a
mystic circle inscribed by the mighty Magi of the ocean.

•

On The North Atlantic

THE Furnessia struck a high northerly course across the Atlantic, continuing on it until the
third day, when she turned south by west, sharp, by which route the Captain hoped to shave
the Banks and avoid as much heavy fog as possible. In this manner he expected to accomplish
a good average trip, for, if no heavy fogs were encountered we should not have to slow up,
and the chances would be in our favor to sight Sandy Hook within ten days.

Half a dozen sea gulls followed us out from the Irish coast for those three days, and it was
an unceasing source of interest to watch their vigilant method of patrol in the track of the
steamer. All day long they hovered in the wake on tireless wing, usually making wide circuits
over the steamer’s track, in the fashion of dogs searching for a scent, so that it was rare that
their sharp sight missed any article of food. I tried them several times by throwing over when
they did not appear to be looking, a package of bread tied in paper, but, if it got some distance
behind it was not lost, as they always had at least one patrol far to the rear, who was sure to
espy anything that escaped the rest. They never seemed to rest unless it was for a few
moments on the waves, or unless they did sleep on the wing at night. At meal time they
would all come up at closer quarters to secure their share of the dinner refuse that was thrown
over. After following us for nearly a thousand miles, on the third day they disappeared, and
we saw them no more. This we were told was their usual custom, whether or not it was the
limit of their endurance and ability to return, but the Captain said they never made the entire
voyage across the ocean. I also recollected that about this distance from land we first
encountered gulls on our passage over. Perhaps an instinct of the unknown restrains them
except returning ships, they have no objects or fixed localities like the carrier pigeon to guide
them home.



From the first night we ran upon chill and squally weather, which caused passengers who
came on deck to seek the sunny and sheltered sides. Many did not make their appearance at
all, and the tables were only half filled at meals. Following the holiday comes a reaction. To
the qualms and nausea of the ocean is added a general exhaustion after six weeks’ or two
months’ gallop over the continent, from which so many were returning. The enthusiasm, too,
of an outward voyage is wanting in the first days of a return trip, where the end of the journey
is yet so distant. There were deep-drawn sighs from figures with pale faces, at the rail, and
something of the confidence even of the American girl disappeared as she looked and longed
for the distant home. One southern maid with dreamy eyes and a bright solitaire on the finger
of the left hand looked out from under her rugs continually, her thoughts far away and her
book neglected, as she gazed wistfully across the waste of waters, the end of which she feared
would never come. And a robust passenger from a far western Iowa town, who climbed on
deck the third day, weak and pallid, aided by a slender, little invalid wife, vowed that he
would never leave their village home to cross the sea again. People might talk until they were
dumb about foreign parts, but give him his own town, that was plenty good enough for him.

Then there was an enterprising business man who had “ rushed” the continent, “ doing
Rome at midnight by train,” who proposed to organize a syndicate for building castles in New
England of old stone fence walls. He guranteed to duplicate the finest ruin on the con-tinent
in six months, and, for the accommodation of his fellow voyagers he offered to open up his
syndicate right there on ship and take any of them in on the ground floor. I noticed that while
many listened and agreed with him, no one appeared to have a desire to build castles on
shipboard, and those who wanted chances and excitement found enough speculation in the
steamer’s daily run.

Before reaching the Banks we entered a storm track—one of those currents in which
storms circle and lose themselves in mid-ocean, and go wandering and whirling about as
if in outer space, until they die from sheer want of breath. The air was often filled with a
flying scud that at times came down in torrents of rain, or brightened suddenly and fled as the
mist of a June shower. And with the bright sun and the blue sky for half an hour, everyone
brightened and grew cheerful, and the cabin turned out upon deck. But this North Atlantic is
cold. Even of an August morning you suspect a rim of ice in your salt water bath. Early in the
season this is a neighborhood for icebergs. A great French liner went down near here a year or
so ago, leaving only a boat load of exhausted, frosted human beings to tell the story. It is not a
sea to experiment in. Not even that fair maid from Perth, Canada, who longed for some-thing
rare and unexpected, cared for an experience of shipwreck in this locality. She had finished
her college studies, and had been graduated with cap and gown in New York last spring, an
athlete and a Bachelor of Arts. Returning from the European trip filled with the glory of the
past, the majesty, the beauty and the poetry of the sea she longed to sail on and on for ever.

Our ship, a great iron kettle somewhat old and time-worn as judged by the standard which
modern service implies, but warranted stout, safe and whole, plowed onward its course alive
with human freight. It recalled those maritime experiments of boyhood when I have seen a tin
dish floated in a wash tub with a cargo of ants, or Blatta Germanica (plain Croton insects),
rushing to and fro to the water’s edge, which was made blue and sea-like with indigo, and
was sometimes churned into storm and foam. Our greater number still longed for home. But
as we drew south and turned the first half of the voyage the skies became warmer, the sun
shone out, the tables filled and the decks swarmed again, or were piled with chairs and figures
wrapped in rugs, and breathing new life and hope. Few talked of another trip abroad, and
strange sights and foreign incidents and people were forgotten in the thought of homes and
friends that were drawing near.



For three days since leaving sight of land we had seen no trace of ship or sail upon the
ocean. Where were they all ? Could aught have happened to the world in that interval ! At
noon of the fourth day the Furnessia was pushing ahead through a thick mist, sounding at
intervals of every few minutes her dismal foghorn, like some cow-maiden of the sea in
distress, when there came an answering signal. Our ship slowed up. Her whistle sounded loud
and strong—and directly another in reply came back through the fog, but with no appearance
of another vessel.

Passengers poured out upon deck to see so strange a sight as another passing vessel, which
none could see, but whose answering signal might have been taken for an echo, had it not
distinctly differed in its tone from the whistle of our own steamer. So close at hand, it
sounded coming from every quarter, or no distinct quarter, and yet remained unseen, that
there was something weird and uncanny in it all—suggestive of the Phantom Ship or the
Flying Dutchman himself—one realizes how the sea gives birth to strange and weird fancies.
Then the white fog to the southwest, just off our bows, began to darken in midday, as from
a pall, and the shadow broadened into enormous proportions—the colossal hull of a ship
reaching upward to the skies, more like the outline of a mountain headland. The passengers
from cabin and steerage, high and lower decks, looked on in common wonder at the great
bulk of this approaching monster, when she broke through the fog within a good pistol shot of
our own vessel. At first it seemed treble, double a fleet of steamers. Out in the open in clear
sight it appeared only one,—a kind of “ tramp” or cattle steamer all boarded up on the sides.
About her decks a handful of the crew moved scanning us as we passed, while she glided on
behind us into the fog again and disappeared.

Among the clergymen on the Furnessia many denominations were represented—one who
seemed to represent them all, was in minor orders, an erratic product of prairie schools, with a
smattering of Greek and theology. In him were curiously blended with turbulent fervor, the
energies of a Langland or a crusading Peter—“ a call” to preach on all occasions, and to recite
illustrious sentiments and eloquence at other times. On deck one early morning I encountered
him shouting to the sea in Shakespeare, and Byron’s apostrophy. The flying cloud-wrack
swept in mists across the steamer, dampening his long, black hair. His eyes rolled in fine
frenzy as with one hand on the capstan for balance, the other waving, he strove to outvie the
Furnessia’s fog whistle and the ocean turmoil :—

“ What’s Hecuba to him,
Or he to Hecuba !”

In that species of divine afflatus which had seized him, he vaunted his right as a free-born,
American to revel. He had made his way through Europe on vacation without church or
congregation at home, to defray his expenses, and now he was returning by steerage ; but,
with Yankee prerogative, the freedom of the ship was his.

“ Do you think,” asked another passenger, also an American, a clear, serene-eyed, pretty
little maiden of twelve summers, daughter of a missionary and born in China, but returning
now to an American home : “ Do you think the European nations are in decadence ?”

A question to stagger a great philosopher—such as often comes from children and novices,
and often to the American traveler. Who shall say ? Even if behind American ideas of pro-
gress, we have yet to learn all there is to know from the staid customs of France and England.
He would be bold to say that Europe has reached the limit when more than once France has



been behind in the race, and has won again the front place, while rivals went down in over-
confidence. This struggle for place between two worlds, the old and the new, is it other than
the old, old struggle of the animal, and of tribal man for dominion—of youth and vigor
emerging from longanimous puppydom with swinging stride, lust of strength, assurance and
impatience to relieve the elders at the helm ?

Fair weather and mild returned now we had completed the first half of our trip and entered
on the home stretch. The coast of Labrador or Newfoundland lay away to the west a thousand
miles more or less—it did not matter. We were passing the Banks where the smacks of the
fishermen appeared—the haunts of the Virgin of Kipling’s Captain Courageous. Big schools
of porpoise circled about and dove beneath our ship. Whales spouted every day at a little
distance alongside. By night the sun went down in colors as rich and flowing as Turner’s
sunsets—in floating sheen of silver and gold, with bars of effulgent carmine, that dissolved in
agate and ivory, paving a glorious pathway to gates of pearl—the gateways to our homes.

•

Sandy Hook

THOSE last few days of our home voyage, were pleasant days, even when the weather was not
all it might have been, for one got to know everyone else, by sight at least, on board the
Furnessia. The ocean steamer—especially on a home voyage—is surely a potential factor in
modern society. I fancy that Herbert Spencer will presently have to assign it a recognized
place and influence in his system. So many lives are daily brought in contact on its decks, that
would otherwise continue as remote as the Antipodes, and the friendships and relations which
are formed there often last through life, or serve to shape events thereafter.

Frequently in England among English tourists on vacation tours, I heard the query : How
do Americans — clergymen, teachers, and employes travel so far from home ? The English-
man himself a great traveler at home and on the continent, does not so often stretch his
horizon to the westward, unless he becomes an emigrant. Americans — from every State and
clime — were in the majority in the cabin, accompanied often by Scotch or English kin, mild
and passive in demeanor, who become in a single generation on American soil, the alert,
pushing and vigorous Anglo-Saxon Yankee.

On those last days at sunset and by twilight we had impromptu concerts either on deck, or,
after dark in the saloon with piano music. Almost forgotten old ballads with their catching
melodies and quaint words, sung in solo, in duet and chorus, touched many half-remembered
chords with their simple cadences, in an audience so widely drawn from town and country of
a broad land. Under the saloon balcony at concert hour, and in the home-like glow of the
lamp at the dining table, a white-haired old Scotch lady, plied her knitting needles steadily,
while she followed through her spectacles the large type of her family Bible. Pulsing through
the ship as she sways and forges on, the engines’ throbs telling out the moments and cir-
culating life, are the mighty heart-beats of this vast horologe, as it swings like a planet
from continent to continent through its sphere ;—in intervals of song comes the long toot of
the foghorn without, and perhaps a gleam of lights and an answering signal over the water
from another steamer in the night.

Each day the air became more mild and balmy. And of a morning when the charming
Sandusky widow with the white, felt chapeau and gipsy locks, comes on deck, casting about
her as an experienced mariner, the roving glances of her dark and winsome eye, she gathers



up a ready train. What age and clime, oh gentle woman, since social rites begun, have not
bowed unto your soft and subtle charms ! The favored few only are permitted to inscribe their
names on the rim of that rakish beaver. It was occupied by an array of conquests when the
steamer sailed, and available space filled rapidly, once we were afloat. Before we reach the
Narrows it should be at a premium. Several days before, its appearance recalled the walls and
ceilings of the Shakespeare house at Avon, where further handwriting is forbidden.

Many others, too, there are on shipboard—a graceful California maid, whose sweet
soprano is in demand for every duet, the Boston girl with crimson hat, a Scotch-plaid gown,
and laughing, half-shut eyes from which her glances stream, like rifts of summer sky through
a passing cloud. There are eligible single gentlemen, with no other occupation than to please
and to be pleased. Something of wonder, and mystery envelopes one of them at the first—a
slight and prepossessing blonde, of genteel manners and drooping moustache an author, it
was hinted, a university professor, or a millionaire incognito. Then an acquaintance addresses
him as “ doctor,” and presently it becomes known that he is a dentist with large practice in a
western city. He has spent the summer abroad in an extended vacation, from which he is now
returning home.

The “ Doctor” is nice and fastidious in his fancies—especially as to ladies, always looking
them fairly in the face, perhaps because that gives a better glimpse of the mouth, which from
his extended experience, and the amount of treasure he has placed in many mouths, affords
a kind of index to the age, fortune and character of the fille under consideration. It is also
intimated that he is personally interested in an inspection of the market, and that he never yet
had found the mouth and teeth that answered his expectations. In that bright New England
girl, with the crimson hat and the laughing, half-shut eyes, he certainly displayed a marked
and growing interest. I fancied that in this instance his attention was not wholly concentrated
on the mouth which was bow-shaped and small, and the teeth, which were pearls and genuine
themselves a treasure. The eyes, the expression, and doubtless the New England wit, had their
influence. At times he lost that confident, dental equipoise—and there was an unexpected
timidity, when he aided her on the swaying deck through the maze of steamer chairs, which
was not consistent with the professional dignity of the dental minuet as it is practised in
luxurious “ parlors” when assisting the fair patient from an operating chair.

Out of the evening concerts came the regular entertainments of the last nights on board
ship, which levied on all talent. The first cabin made a respectable showing, and the second
cabin did quite as well the night following ; but the steerage deserved the award for
accomplishing even more under great difficulties. Their numbers were double those of the
cabins, and their auditorium was deep in the bowels of the ship below the water belt. From
the upper deck we could look down the air shaft, thirty feet, upon their stage, though the air at
this height became a trifle close and oppressive as it ascended. But neither audience nor
players appeared to mind that. They had an elaborate bill lasting until after midnight, with
repeated encores, song and dance, coster-singing, and a variety that would have made the
reputation of a vaudeville house. Our steward, a bland, smiling and self-confident Scotch-
man, who plumed himself on his elocutionary talent, being “ not an educated man,” but
one who had “ obtained his experience by degrees”—and much practice, on patient ocean
audiences—did no disdain to present his talent to the steerage having already given it in the
cabins with encores ; but in the lower deck on this occasion there was a larger array of com-
petitive talent, and his reception was not so cordial.

At last on the morning of the tenth day which was Sunday, we turned Montauk Point and
stood off Long Island. Now as we neared the journey’s end the fog lifted. It had gone



entirely when we sighted the light-ship off Fire Island. Services were in progress in the cabin
conducted by an orthodox Presbyterian clergyman from the West, who while suffering the
tortures of sickness throughout the voyage, had framed his discourse — it was a fervid thesis
upon another Fire Island, whose portrayal this warm morning, in the close cabin, was
strikingly real, bringing forth a copious perspiration on both speaker and congregation — but
an intimation that we should enter the harbor within a few hours, spread quickly, and it
cleared the cabin forthwith.

Then came the long line of Great South Bay on our northern horizon—sail boats and
lighters in the distance—the Pilot Boat, the papers and the news of the world ; best of all, the
Highland Light at Navesink, Sandy Hook and the white stretch of beach to Asbury reaching
out as if to welcome and encompass our steamer, and ensure the end of the voyage that
afternoon. Trunks were quickly packed and strapped, and a cheerful throng swarmed the
decks.

“ Hurrah ! for the Light Ship !” shouted the hilarious downeaster, and every one hurrahed.
“ Hurrah for the Buoys !” and all hurrahed.
“ Hurrah for Rockaway ! for Coney Island ! The Elephant ! The distant bathers in the surf !”

Back of the Jersey hills great, purple swelling, thunder-clouds loomed up, but rolled over
to the north and east, muttering heavy rumbles, scattering flashes of forked light, pouring
rain, and throwing a span of imperial dyes upon the retreating cohorts of storm as they
vanished in the sunlight, leaving the blue empyrean—a New York summer sky.

Within the Narrows the terraced lawns, on the high escarpments of Hamilton and
Wadsworth, after the shower were lush, redolent and emerald as on a May morning, their
“ reeking tubes and iron shards” stretched at rest, with brown sides glistening, like strange,
uncouth domesticated animals, blinking i’ the sun. Brightly flashed the waters of the Upper
Bay—above them the charming homes and cottages on Brooklyn shores ; the graceful out-
lines of the Bridge arch, and, center of all, the great city on its own isle, beneath its glorious
canopy—the realization of a radiant vision in the peaceful quiet of this Sunday afternoon.

Crowded excursion steamers whistled. Their crowds shouted and waved welcomes to the
incoming Furnessia, whose passengers waved again, while Liberty’s giantess smiled down
benignly. Steerage looked on in quiet wonder. Citizens of Manhatta and of the mighty Yankee
nation sang “ HomeAgain !” without regard to words until their throats were hoarse. Their
hearts swelling with pride of their own land, the harbor in its beauty ; the city in its power,
big with events for the dawning century — full of promise for glorious and ringing deeds to
be storied and sung ; and more potent for the future than all that has been, or that is in the
world’s foreign ports and shores.

Up the broad Hudson with its banks rising in tier on tier of marvelous buildings to the
skies, we moved, and glided presently into the harbor of the slip. An interval of greeting
friends, the turmoil of trunks, and the scramble of customs on the long pier, the crowd thin-
ning as night came on, until steamer and pier were well nigh deserted. Those who had
haunted her decks and cabins for ten days past were scattered far and wide, when the moon
rode forth upon the clouds over the tall buildings of Manhattan. Many had bidden their last
farewells, and were already speeding away by train to the North, South, East and West—
beyond all earthly power to reunite until Gabriel’s trump. Others at home recounted their
holiday as a pleasant dream, and retired to rest before entering anew upon the work-a-day
world.
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